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We develop a method for multiscale hybrid simulations of molecular dynamics �MD� and
computational fluid dynamics �CFD�. In this method, the usual lattice-mesh based simulations are
applied for the CFD level, but each lattice is associated with a small MD cell that generates a “local
stress” according to a “local flow field” given from CFD instead of using any constitutive functions
at the CFD level. We carried out hybrid simulations for some elemental flow problems involving
simple Lennard-Jones liquids and compared the results with those obtained by usual CFD with a
Newtonian constitutive relation in order to examine the validity of our hybrid simulation method. It
is demonstrated that our hybrid simulations successfully reproduce the correct flow behavior
obtained from usual CFD as long as the mesh size �x and the time step �t of CFD are not too large
compared to the system size lMD and the sampling duration tMD of MD simulations performed at
each time step of the CFD. Otherwise, the simulations are affected by large fluctuations due to poor
statistical averages taken in the MD part. Properties of the fluctuations are analyzed in detail.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3003218�

I. INTRODUCTION

The hydrodynamics of complex fluids are of particular
importance in various science and engineering fields, such as
fluid mechanics, soft matter science, mechanical engineering,
and chemical engineering. Due to the complicated couplings
between the internal degrees of freedom of complex fluids
and their flow behavior, conventional treatments, based on
the usual assumptions such as the nonslip boundary condi-
tion and the linear-Newtonian constitutive relation, are often
invalid. Striking examples can be seen in systems such as
colloidal dispersions, polymeric liquids, granular matters,
and liquid crystals. Those systems are known to exhibit pe-
culiar flow behaviors, e.g., shear thinning or thickening, vis-
coelasticity, jamming, and flow induced phase transition.

Although there exists a huge accumulation of experi-
mental and theoretical studies on the rheology of complex
fluids, performing computational fluid dynamics �CFD�
simulations is not yet common for complex fluids since reli-
able constitutive equations are often unknown for those sys-
tems. On the other hand, there also exists a different problem
for microscopic approaches such as molecular dynamics
�MD� simulations, although constitutive equations are no
longer necessary in this case. The characteristic time and
length scales of complex fluids easily become several orders
larger than those of microscopic scales. Therefore, most hy-
drodynamic problems of complex fluids are still out of reach
of microscopic MD simulations. To overcome the serious
limitations mentioned above, we aim to develop a new mul-
tiscale method for performing hybrid simulations of MD and

CFD valid for complex fluids without any constitutive
equations.

Various methods for hybrid simulations of MD and CFD
have already been proposed by several researchers. Most of
those methods are based on “domain decomposition” for
which MD simulations are applied only around the points of
interest, i.e., in the vicinity of defects, boundaries, and inter-
faces, where details of molecular motions are important,
while the remaining regions are treated only by CFD.1–10 The
exchange of information between MD and CFD is performed
in coupling regions where the two systems are constrained to
be consistent. This kind of hybrid method is expected to be
useful especially for problems involving interfaces, such as
adhesion, friction, anchoring of liquid crystals, and stick-slip
motions.

In order to apply hybrid methods of MD and CFD to the
hydrodynamics of complex fluids, a different type of ap-
proach is probably needed. Our strategy for this is straight-
forward. We try to develop a multiscale hybrid method based
on a local sampling concept. Here, CFD is used as a fluid
solver, while nonequilibrium MD simulations are used to
generate local properties by performing local statistical sam-
pling in a consistent manner. The numerical algorithm is
rather simple. We perform usual lattice-mesh based CFD
simulations at an upper level, but each mesh node is associ-
ated with a small lower level MD cell that provides a “local
stress” to the CFD level according to a “local flow field”
passed from CFD to the MD level instead of using any con-
stitutive functions at the CFD level. Nonequilibrium MD
simulations thus have to be performed at all node points and
at every time step of CFD.

One might think that the simulations would be much
faster if we construct a tabular database of the constitutive
relations by performing MD simulations in advance under
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many different simulation parameters and refer to the table
from CFD. The “tabular approach” works effectively for
simple fluids for which the constitutive relations depend only
on a few parameters, such as the density, temperature, and
shear rate. In the case of complex fluids, however, the num-
ber of parameters to be considered can be huge depending on
the local quantities to be considered. In the case of charged
systems, for example, the local stress depends on the local
compositions and chemical potentials of ions and the local
electric field, etc. Although we used only a simple Lennard-
Jones �LJ� liquid in the present study, we adopt the local
sampling strategy rather than the tabular contraction strategy
to be more general. The main purpose of the present study is
to examine the validity of our multiscale hybrid model by
performing some simple demonstrations of the method. The
efficiency and drawbacks of both strategies will be consid-
ered in the future for more specific problems. To clarify the
validity of our hybrid method, we solely treat the elemental
flows of the simple LJ liquids with the nonslip boundary
condition and compare the results with those obtained by
usual CFD for the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations.
An extension to treat interface problems and non-Newtonian
complex flows will also be implemented in the future.

The basic ideas to implement the present method were
put forward earlier by Kevrekidis et al.11 and also by Ren
and E.12 In Ref. 11, the equation-free multiscale approach is
proposed, in which macroscopic evolutions are computed di-
rectly from the microscopic simulations without using any
equations at the macroscopic level. In Ref. 12, the heteroge-
neous multiscale method �HMM� for complex liquids is pro-
posed for both bulk and boundary problems. The present
hybrid method may be categorized as the HMM type.13 In
the present method, however, the actual implementations of
the CFD-MD coupling scheme is modified from that pro-
posed in Ref. 12. The modifications are explained in Sec.
II B and also in Sec. V.

The hybrid simulation method is described in Sec. II,
and some demonstrative results for one-dimensional �1D�
and two-dimensional �2D� flows of simple LJ liquids are
shown in Sec. III. Special attention is given to the efficiency
and the reliability of our hybrid method there. The simulation
results obtained by our multiscale hybrid method are com-
pared with those of normal CFD with the Newtonian consti-
tutive relation. The validity of our method is discussed in
Sec. IV, and a summary is given in Sec. V.

II. HYBRID MODEL

Incompressible flows for isotropic materials are de-
scribed by the following equations:

�v�

�x�

= 0, �1�

�v�

�t
+ v�

�v�

�x�

=
1

�

�P��

�x�

+ g�, �2�

where x� is the Cartesian coordinate system, t the time, v�

the velocity, � the density, P�� the stress tensor, and g� the
external force per unit mass. Here and afterwards, the sub-

scripts �, �, and � represent the index in Cartesian coordi-
nates, i.e., �� ,� ,��= �x ,y ,z�, and the summation convention
is used. The stress tensor P�� is written in the form

P�� = − p��� + T��, �3�

where p is the pressure and ��� is the Kronecker delta. Here
we assumed that the diagonal component of the stress tensor
is isotropic. The off-diagonal stress tensor is symmetric,
T��=T��, and traceless, T��=0.14 In order to solve the above
equations, one needs a constitutive relation for the stress ten-
sor T��. In our hybrid method, instead of using any explicit
formula such as the Newtonian constitutive relation, T�� is
computed directly by MD simulations.

A. CFD scheme

We use a lattice-mesh based finite volume method with a
staggered arrangement for vector and scalar quantities15 �see
Fig. 1�. The control volume for a vector quantity is a unit
square surrounded by dashed lines, and that for a scalar
quantity is a unit square surrounded by solid lines. Equations
�1� and �2� are discretized by integrating the quantities on
each control volume. As for numerical time integrations, we
use the fourth order Runge–Kutta method, where a single
physical time step �t is divided into four substeps. More
concretely, the time evolution of a quantity, �, which is to be
determined by the equation �� /�t= f�t ,��, is written as

�n+1/2
� = �n +

�t

2
f�tn,�n� , �4a�

�n+1/2
�� = �n +

�t

2
f�tn+1/2,�n+1/2

� � , �4b�

�n+1
� = �n + �tf�tn+1/2,�n+1/2

�� � , �4c�

FIG. 1. Staggered arrangement of vector quantity, the velocity v, and a
scalar quantity, the pressure p and density �, on a lattice-mesh grid.
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�n+1 = �n +
�t

6
�f�tn,�n� + 2f�tn+1/2,�n+1/2

� �

+ 2f�tn+1/2,�n+1/2
�� � + f�tn+1,�n+1

� �� . �4d�

The time evolution of the fluid velocity v is computed by the
above set of equations. On the other hand, the pressure p is
determined so that the fluid velocity satisfies incompressible
condition �1� at each substep. The procedure at each substep
is written as

p = p̃ + � , �5a�

v = ṽ − 	 � � , �5b�

�� =
1

	
� ṽ , �5c�

where p̃ is the pressure obtained at the previous substep, ṽ is
the velocity obtained by solving Eq. �4� at the present sub-
step, 	 is the time increment of the substep, and � is the
correction term to obtain the divergence-free velocities. The
remaining three components of the tensor T�� are to be com-
puted directly by MD simulations. The details of the method
are described in Sec. II B. Note that the calculation of T�� is
carried out at each substep of Eq. �4�.

B. Computation of local stress by MD

We compute the local stresses by MD simulations ac-
cording to the local strain rates, rather than the local flow
velocities themselves, computed at the CFD level. A sche-
matic of the method is depicted in Fig. 2. At the CFD level,
the local strain rate tensor E�� is defined as

E�� =
1

2
� �v�

�x�

+
�v�

�x�
� , �6�

where the incompressible condition, E��=0, is to be satis-
fied. We can now define a rotation matrix 
 by which the
strain rate tensor E�� is transformed to

E� = 
E
T = 	 0 Exy� Exz�

Eyx� 0 Eyz�

Ezx� Ezy� 0

 , �7�

where the diagonal components all vanish. This transforma-
tion makes performing MD simulations much easier with the
usual Lees–Edwards periodic boundary condition for simple
shear flows under the assumption that each off-diagonal
component of the local stress tensors depends only on the
corresponding component of the local strain rate tensors, re-
spectively. The off-diagonal stress tensor T��� is computed
according to E��� and then passed to CFD after transforming
back to the original coordinates, T��. For 1D or 2D flows
�� /�z=0 and vz=0�, 
 and E� are expressed as


 = � cos � sin �

− sin � cos �
� , �8�

Exy� = Eyx� = − Exx sin 2� + Exy cos 2� , �9�

where

� =
1

2
tan−1�−

Exx

Exy
� . �10�

Nonequilibrium MD simulations for simple shear flows
in the rotated Cartesian coordinates are performed in many
MD cells according to the local strain rate E� defined at each
lattice node of the CFD. The number of particles in each MD
cell is 256 if explicitly stated. Once a local stress tensor P���
is obtained at the MD level, the local stress at each lattice
node P�� in the original coordinate system is obtained by
combining the pressure p obtained a priori by CFD and a
tensor T��� obtained by subtracting the isotropic normal stress
components from P��� as

P = 
T�− pI + T��
 = − pI + 
TT�
 , �11�

where I is the unit tensor. For 1D or 2D flows, we can use
Txx� =Tyy� =0 and Txy� =Tyx� = Pxy� .

MD cell for sampling shear stress

CFD Mesh

z

x

y
lMD

∆x
z′ x′

y′

(x′, y′, z′)=Θ(x, y, z)

(a) Space decomposition

∆t

tMD

∆tMD

Transient time
excluded from
sampling

CFD

MD

(b) Time evolution

FIG. 2. Schematic for the hybrid scheme. �a� CFD simulations are performed in a reference coordinate �x ,y ,z�, while MD simulations are performed in a
rotated coordinate �x� ,y� ,z�� so that the diagonal components of E��� all become zero with the procedure described in Sec. II B. The CFD system is discretized
into cubic subsystems whose side length is �x. Each subsystem is associated with a MD cell, whose side length is lMD, with Lees–Edward periodic boundary
condition under shear deformation. Note that three-dimensional MD simulations are used at the microscopic level even for the problems that 1D or 2D analysis
is applied at the macroscopic level. �b� A schematic time evolution of our multiscale method. The CFD simulation proceeds with a time step of �t, and the
MD simulation is carried out for a lapse of time tMD only to sample the local stress T��� at each node point and time step of CFD.
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In the nonequilibrium MD simulations, we use the Lees–
Edwards sheared periodic boundary condition for cubic MD.
The temperature is kept constant by using the Gaussian iso-
kinetic thermostat.16–19 The density is also fixed in each MD
simulation by the number of particles and the box size. Thus,
we calculate the local stress with the so-called NVT en-
sembles, P��� ,T ,E��. The stress is averaged in steady states
after transient behavior has vanished. In the present compu-
tations, the transient time in each MD process is set as one-
tenth of the CFD time step, �t /10. The initial states in each
MD simulation are created by rescaling the thermal veloci-
ties of molecules to be fixed to the local temperatures with-
out changing the molecular configurations from those ob-
tained by the previous process.

III. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION

We have carried out the hybrid simulations for 1D and
2D flows of a simple liquid composed of LJ particles inter-
acting via the potential

vLJ�r� = 4���

r
�12

− �

r
�6� . �12�

In the present simulations, the potential is truncated at r=rc

and shifted to zero at the distance for computational effi-
ciency. We considered only the cases where the temperature
T and the fluid density � are uniform and constant over the
CFD systems and the external force is neglected, g�=0. The
reduced temperature T�=Tk /� and reduced density ��

=�3 /m, where k is the Boltzmann constant and m is the
mass of a single LJ particle, are fixed at T�=1.0 and ��

=0.8 in the simulations. Hereafter, nondimensional quantities
normalized by the energy and length parameters of the LJ
potential, � and , and the mass of molecule, m, are denoted
by the superscript “�.”

In the following, �t and �x represent the time step and
the mesh size of CFD calculations, and tMD and lMD represent
the sampling duration and the side length of a MD cell, re-
spectively. The two parameters �t / tMD and �x / lMD represent
the efficiency of our hybrid simulations. We have carried out

hybrid simulations with several different values of the pa-
rameters and compared the results with those obtained by
usual CFD. In the present simulations we fix the time-step
size of the MD simulation �tMD as �tMD

� =0.005. The values
of lMD, tMD, �x, and �t can be found in Table I. We note that
the sampling durations of the MD simulation, tMD, are set to
be larger than the correlation time of the temporal shear
stress for the bulk fluids �0.1 for normal liquids� which can
be measured in equilibrium MD simulations. The time-step
size of CFD, �t, is set to be small enough for the CFD
solutions to be stable.

A. Pressure-driven channel flows

The LJ liquid with rc
�=2.5 is contained in a channel com-

posed of two parallel plates located at x1= �L /2 and sub-
jected to a pressure gradient in the y direction. We performed
1D and 2D simulations for these pressure-driven channel
flows. The pressure difference over a distance L, �p, is set as
�p /�U2=0.05, where U is a characteristic flow velocity. The
values of characteristic length L and velocity U in terms of
the LJ units can be referred in Table I. A nonslip boundary
condition is applied on the two plates.

The results of 1D simulations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
A symmetric condition is used at x=0, and the computational
domain �−L /2,0� is divided into eight slits. The parameters
used in the simulations are listed as SP I–SP III in Table I. In
the corresponding CFD simulation, viscosity is set as ��

=2.0, which is for the LJ liquid with rc
�=2.5 at T�=1.0 and

��=0.8. The Reynolds number defined as �UL /� is fixed at
200. It is seen in Fig. 3 that the results obtained by the
present hybrid simulations agree well with those from usual
CFD for the case �t / tMD�2 and �x / lMD�2. When the pa-
rameters become large, instantaneous velocity profiles tend
to fluctuate as seen in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the
fluctuations can be removed by taking time averages. This
means that the mean value of the fluctuation is almost zero,
i.e., the fluctuation might also be removed by applying some

TABLE I. Simulation parameters.

lMD
� tMD

� L� U� Re �x / lMD �t / tMD

1D channel flow

SP I 6.84 1.87 116 4.30 200 1.0 1.0

SP II 6.84 3.74 233 2.15 200 2.0 2.0

SP III 6.84 7.49 465 1.08 200 4.0 4.0

2D channel flow

SP IV 6.84 3.74 233 2.15 200 2.0 2.0

2D cavity flow

SP V 6.84 4.68 219 0.46 59 1.0 1.0

SP VI 6.84 9.36 438 0.91 235 2.0 2.0

SP VII 6.84 3.11 876 1.83 941 4.0 4.0

SP VIII 8.62 9.36 438 0.91 235 1.59 2.0

SP IX 8.62 18.7 438 0.91 235 1.59 1.0
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filtering, etc. The fractional root-mean-square �rms� devia-
tions of the results of the hybrid simulations away from the
results of CFD are shown in Table II.

The results of 2D simulations are shown in Fig. 5. The
computational domain is now �−L /2,L /2�� �0,L /2� and di-
vided into 16�8 uniform lattices. A nonslip boundary con-
dition is used at x= �L /2. At y=0 and L /2, a periodic con-
dition is used for the velocity, and the pressure is set to
p�x ,L /2�= p�x ,0�−0.5�p. It is seen that fluctuations in an
instantaneous profile of the velocity are much smaller than
fluctuations in the pressure. This is clearly due to the incom-
pressibility condition imposed on the velocity. The velocity
also fluctuates immediately after solving Eq. �2�; however,
the incompressibility condition Eq. �1� tends to adjust it. The
pressure fluctuations can also be removed by taking time
averages. It is seen from Table II that the rms deviation is
almost the same as that in the case of a 1D computation with
the same values of the ratios �x / lMD and �t / tMD. See SP II
and SP IV in Table II.

B. Two-dimensional cavity flows

A LJ liquid with rc
�=21/6 is contained in a square box

whose side length is L. At t=0, the upper wall starts to move
from left to right at a velocity vw=U. A nonslip boundary
condition is applied at each wall; vx=U and vy =0 at y=L,
and vx=vy =0 at other walls. At the left- and right-upper
corners, vx=U and vy =0 are applied. In this problem, the
nonslip condition causes singularities in the strain rates and
stresses at the upper corners in the continuum description.
Hence, the atomistic approach at the corners becomes impor-
tant, for example, in estimating the forces on the walls.6,20 In
the present paper, however, we are developing a hybrid
simulation method for the macroscopic behaviors of the bulk
fluids in the global region. Thus, we use the conventional
nonslip boundary condition even at the corners, so as to com-
pare the results to those obtained by usual CFD.

The results of the hybrid simulations are shown in Figs.
6 and 7. The computational domain is divided into 32�32
uniform lattices. The values of the parameters used in the
present simulations are listed as SP V–SP VII in Table I. The
Reynolds number is defined as �UL /�, and the viscosity of
the corresponding LJ fluid is ��=1.7.

Figure 6 shows the steady-state velocity profiles time
averaged over t /�t= �950,1000�. It is clear that our hybrid
method can successfully reproduce the characteristic flow
properties of cavity flows with different Reynolds numbers;
the size of the vortex becomes larger as the Reynolds number
increases. Figure 7 shows the time evolutions of velocity
profiles for the case of Re=980 after a sudden application of
upper-wall sliding at t=0. Here, the results obtained by hy-
brid simulations are compared with those of usual CFD
simulations. It is observed in both the results that a small
vortex first appears at the upper-right corner and then moves
gradually toward the center of the box, with the size of the
vortex increasing as time passes. The agreement between
hybrid simulations and CFD is very good. Our hybrid
method is confirmed to reproduce successfully the time evo-
lution, while large fluctuations are seen in the instantaneous
velocity profiles. Comparisons of the instantaneous profiles
of the hybrid simulation and CFD are shown in Fig. 8. The
rms deviations are shown in Table II.

TABLE II. Fractional rms deviations, which are defined as
��0

Ldxd�0
Tdt�Q−QNS�2 /LdT /max�QNS� for the velocity �Q=v� and for the

shear stress �Q= Pxy�. Here d is the number of space dimensions in CFD.

rms deviation

v Pxy

SP I 0.006 0.24

SP II 0.014 0.66

SP III 0.042 1.86

SP IV 0.014 0.66

SP V 0.049 0.36

SP VI 0.043 0.25

SP VII 0.024 0.40

SP VIII 0.036 0.17

SP IX 0.032 0.13
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FIG. 4. The velocity profiles obtained by 1D computations for the pressure-
driven channel flow. Simulation parameters are summarized as SP III in
Table I. Time evolutions of the velocity profile after an application of pres-
sure gradient in the y direction at t=0. Instantaneous profiles at t /�t=200,
500, and 1500 are shown in �a�, while the velocity profiles are time averaged
over t /�t= �0,300�, �300,600�, and �1200,1500� in �b�. The squares show
results of the hybrid simulations, and the dotted lines present the corre-
sponding CFD results for comparison.
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FIG. 3. The velocity profiles obtained by 1D computations for the pressure-
driven channel flow. Simulation parameters are summarized as SP I in Table
I for �a� and SP II in Table I for �b�. Time evolutions of the velocity profile
after an application of pressure gradient in the y direction at t=0. The solid
lines show the results of the usual CFD simulation, and the dotted lines and
square symbols show the results of the present hybrid simulation.
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IV. DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, the ratios �t / tMD and �x / lMD mea-
sure the efficiency of our hybrid simulations. The larger the
ratios, the more efficient the simulations; however, the statis-
tical fluctuations also become large. For example, in the case
of �t / tMD=�x / lMD=4, computational efficiency is, roughly
speaking, 4D�4 times more efficient than a full MD simu-
lation of a D-dimensional cubic system. The fractional rms
deviations of the results of the hybrid simulations from those
of CFD are shown in Table II. The comparison between
those for SP I–SP IV shows the effect of the ratios �x / lMD

and �t / tMD on the rms deviations in the case that the Rey-
nolds number is fixed. The results of the hybrid simulations
show good agreement with those of CFD as far as �x / lMD

and �t / tMD remain small; for the case of �x / lMD�2 and
�t / tMD�2, the rms deviations are less than 0.02 for the ve-
locity and less than 0.7 for the shear stress. As the ratios
increase, the rms deviations become larger �see also Figs. 3
and 4�. It is worth mentioning that the instantaneous velocity
fluctuations are notable at each time step; however, they can
be removed almost completely by taking time averages �see
Figs. 4 and 5�, although taking time averages increases the
cost of the hybrid simulation and decreases its efficiency.
The comparison between SP V–SP VII shows the effect of
the Reynolds number on the rms deviations. Although the
values of the ratios �x / lMD and �t / tMD increase in the order

of SP V–SP VII, the rms deviations of the velocities become
rather smaller. This fact indicates that we can carry out the
hybrid simulations with high efficiency for the high Rey-
nolds number flows. From the comparison between SP VI
and SP VIII it is seen that when the number of particles in
each MD box increases while fixing the system size L and
characteristic velocity U, the rms deviations become smaller
both for the velocity and for the shear stress. The rms devia-
tions for the shear stresses are larger than those for the ve-
locities for all cases. This feature is also seen from Fig. 8.
The fluctuations for the strain rate and shear stress are much
larger than the velocity. We note that the instantaneous fluc-
tuations are notable, but they are also removed by taking
time averages. In the following part, we will discuss the na-
ture of the fluctuations in more detail.21

In order to handle the statistical noise explicitly, we re-
write Eq. �11� as

P = − pI + 
T�T�� + R��
 , �13�

where the off-diagonal stress tensor T�, which is to be deter-
mined by MD sampling, is decomposed into the nonfluctu-
ating stress T�� and the fluctuating random stress R� due to the
thermal noise. The magnitude of each component of the ran-
dom stress included in MD sampling, �RMDpq�2 �, where p and
q represent the index in Cartesian coordinates and do not
follow the summation convention, should depend both on the
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FIG. 5. Flow profiles of the pressure-driven channel flow obtained by a 2D calculation. Simulation parameters are summarized as SP IV in Table I. �a� The
instantaneous profiles at t /�t=1000. �b� The time average over t /�t= �900,1000�.
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size of the MD cell, lMD, and on the length of time tMD over
which the average is taken at the MD level, �RMDpq�2 �
= �R̄pq�lMD, tMD�2�, where R̄�l , t� represents the random stress
tensor averaged in a cubic with side length l and over a time
duration t.

At the CFD level which is discretized with a mesh size
�x and a time step �t, the physically correct magnitude

should be �RCFDpq�2 �= �R̄pq��x ,�t�2�. If the central limit theo-

rem, �R̄pq�l , t�2��1 / lDt, is assumed, the following simple for-
mula can be used:

�RMDpq�2 � = � �x

lMD
�D� �t

tMD
��RCFDpq�2 � . �14�

This finally leads to the following very useful expression for
the correctly fluctuating stress tensor P:

P = − pI + 
T�T�� +�� lMD

�x
�D� tMD

�t
�RMD� �
 , �15�

to be used in CFD instead of Eq. �11�. This equation indi-
cates that if we could reweight the randomly fluctuating part
R� while the nonfluctuating part T�� remains untouched, hy-
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FIG. 7. Time evolutions of the veloc-
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shows the corresponding CFD results.
Simulation parameters are summa-
rized as SP VII in Table I.
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drodynamic simulations including correct thermal fluctua-
tions can be performed for complex fluids within the present
framework.

We note that the important key to the development of a
fluctuating hybrid simulation is the separation of T�� and R�.
We thus carried out spectral analysis for the fluctuations in
the total stress tensor computed directly from MD simula-
tions, T�=T��+R�. The discrete Fourier transformation of Txy�
is defined as

�xy� �k� =
1

4M2 �
nx=0

2M−1

�
ny=0

2M−1

T̂xy� �x�exp�− ik · x� , �16�

where x= �nx�x ,ny�x� is the position of each lattice node
�nx ,ny�, k= �2�mx /L ,2�my /L� is the wave vector, nx, ny, mz,
my are integers, M is the lattice number in each x and y axis,

and T̂xy� �x� is defined as T̂xy� �x�=Txy� �x+�x /2,y+�x /2� for

0�x, y�L, T̂xy� �x�=Txy� �2L−x ,y� for L�x�2L, and

T̂xy� �x�=Txy� �x ,2L−y� for L�y�2L.
The power spectra ���xy� �k��2� calculated from our hybrid

simulations of driven cavity flows are plotted in Fig. 9�a� for
the case of �t / tMD=�x / lMD=1. This corresponds to the case
of Fig. 6�a�. The angular brackets �¯� mean the time aver-
age taken at steady state at the CFD level. One can see that
the overall structure is rather simple. There exists a relatively

large peak around k=0 and rather flat distributions through-
out the k plane. The former corresponds to the contributions
from the nonfluctuating part T�� and the latter corresponds to
the contributions from the random stress R�. The same quan-
tity obtained by conventional fluctuating hydrodynamics us-
ing a constant Newtonian viscosity and the random stress
whose intensity is determined by the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem22 is shown in Fig. 9�b� for comparison.23 Those two
plots are surprisingly similar to each other including the fluc-
tuation part. This means that our hybrid simulation generates
fluctuations quite consistent with fluctuating hydrodynamics
with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in the case of
�x / lMD=�t / tMD=1.

Next, one sees how the fluctuations depend on the ratios
�x / lMD and �t / tMD in Fig. 10. Here, comparing to reference
case �a�, ��x / lMD=�t / tMD=2�, the number of particles used
in MD simulations is doubled in the case of �b� ��x / lMD

=1.59, �t / tMD=2�, and both the number of particles and the
sampling duration used to take a time average are doubled in
the case of �c� ��x / lMD=1.59, �t / tMD=1�. It is seen that the
noise intensity decreases with decreasing ratios �x / lMD and
�t / tMD in a way consistent with the central limiting theorem
Eq. �14�, i.e., the noise intensity in �b� is about one-half of
that in �a�, and the intensity in �c� is about one-fourth of that
in �a�.
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From the overall properties, we can confirm that the
fluctuations arising in the present hybrid simulations are
white noises which obey the central limit theorem written as
Eq. �14� or Eq. �15�. They also indicate the possibility that
some white-noise reduction algorithm, such as a low-pass
filter, could be useful for the CFD-MD coupling processes.

V. SUMMARY

We develop a multiscale method for hybrid simulations
of MD and CFD. The method is based on direct computa-
tions of the local stresses by performing nonequilibrium MD
simulations according to the local flow field at all lattice
nodes of CFD. This methodology was put forward earlier by
Ren and E.12 The present method is modified from the one
proposed earlier by altering the construction of the stress
tensor. In the present method, rotation matrices which trans-
form the tensors in the Cartesian coordinates used in CFD to
those convenient for MD simulations are introduced. We also
replace the isotropic part of the stress tensor calculated by
MD simulations with the pressure imposed by the incom-
pressibility condition in CFD. More specifically, only the
pure shear stress is passed from MD to CFD for numerical
efficiency and consistency.

The validity of the method is tested by comparing the
numerical results obtained by our method and usual CFD.
We found that the results obtained by our hybrid method
agree well with those of usual CFD with the Newtonian con-
stitutive relation when the mesh size and the time step of
CFD are not too large compared to the cell size and sampling
time of MD simulations. When the ratios �t / tMD and �x / lMD

become large, large fluctuations appear in the flow field of
our hybrid simulations. It was, however, clarified by spectral
analysis that the stress tensor T� computed by MD simula-
tions has a very simple structure. It is composed of the non-
fluctuating component T�� and the random component R�,
which seem to obey a simple central limiting theorem ac-
cording to the system size and the duration of the MD sam-
pling. We confirmed that the power spectrum of the nonfluc-
tuating component T�� in MD sampling agrees well with that
computed in usual CFD without fluctuation. The power spec-

trum of R� also showed good agreement with numerical re-
sults from fluctuating hydrodynamics obeying the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
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